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services, including on-site consultations, workshops: and seminars,
,consultations. Our areas of expertise include the care and handling
preservation assessments, preservation planning, integrated pest m
-environmental monitoring and controls, fire safety, and disaster pl

_
Our cef.lletery worle includes identification and mapping o
preservation plaiming, and conServation treatments ofstones and s
ironwork.
-

'While our telephone consultations are free, more in-dept
offered ona for-f~ basis. For more information on our services an
'
costs, call us at 8031787-6910.

Other Chicora Preservation Publica

Preserving Your Family Treasures- ~ a 74 page perfect bound gui
inexpensive methods of preserving family heirlooms. Written for i
and historic organizations concerned with preserving·our heritage.
ISBN 1-58317-001-4
$7.50
'

Grave Matters: The Preservation of Afriean~Americllll Cemeterie
stitched l?ooklet gives you the-ess-ential, down-la-earth information
understand the threats to African American graveyards and tec~q
their preservation.
'
ISBN 1-58317-008--1
$2.00

lconogr!lphy of Death: A Quick Guide to Ce11J,etery Art - a 22 -pa
booklet that provides a simpJe overview of symbols that are comm
stones in the Carolina. ISBN 1-58317-047-2
$4.00

not well versed in preservation issues , so that broken or partially ob
hauled away, leav ing graves unmarked and resulting in the loss of v
and genealogical information. Add to this vandalism and developme
are being attacked from all sides.

Considering all these threats, we need to carefully and co
information. This will at least ensure that the information these gra
preserved, even if the actual stone, or the cemetery itself, is lost.
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IEx,ample of a stone that provides far more data than just
name, birth date, and death date of the individual. This is
recordation is so imT10r1': lnt

cemeteri
identified

be recorded in the "official" cemetery records . For example, w
typically include only the name of the individual buried and the
family monument may have all four sides covered with family

What is at stake is a valuable source of historical info
peculiar intrinsic value all its own. As one author has noted, th
by ignorance, lack of interest and time, and official policy . " I

Getting Permission and Appropriate

Although recordation should not result in any alterati
should still seek permission of the owner, if for no other reaso
This is no less important when the owner is a cemetery associa
organization. Most are very happy to grant permission once th
is to preserve history .

Remember that cemeteries are also sacred ground an
whether neat and tidy or overgrown with brambles and unkemp
many African-American cemeteries, the uncared for appearanc
cemeteries are meant to be and changing that appearance chang
sacred space . Of course, there are some cemeteries so overgro
even see the stones. In such circumstances you may be better d
winter, when the vegetation is down, or you may wish to seek
essential cleaning in order to record the stones .

Be careful, however, that you don't change the lands
recordation easier . In particular, be sure you don't destroy plan
graves. In fact, the advice of a botanist, landscape architect, or

I Jones, Jeremy. 1976. How To Record Graveyards. Londo
Archaeology and The Trust for British Archaeology, page 5.
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This African-American cemetery illustrates the wooded condition of
these cemeteries that is so typical.

Also , be aware that some cemeteries are still in use an
should never interfere . Be respectful of cemetery processions. A
different religious customs to ensure that you don't accidentally
the small stones placed on grave markers in Jewish cemeteries s
remembrance and should not be removed. The Chinese often vis
and conduct ritual services. And of course you should never rem
- no matter how mundane or obviously discarded they may see

While you should always dress appropriately for both
weather, do realize that your appearance should also be respectf
those who may be visiting the graves of family or relatives. You
asked what you are doing. The British Columbia (Canada) Gene
suggests an answer they have found effective and that almost alw
immediate approval: "We are recording the stones of British Co
they wear away." This simple, easy to understand, and non-thre
perfect. Although you may need to change it to meet different n
on a very simple, respectful, one-sentence explanation that focus
preserve the past for future generations .

Necessary Supplies

Although you have no doubt seen those who go to cem
than good intentions, a pad of paper, and a pencil, far more is n
be well done and to make a significant contribution to our under

All recording should use "archival" paper, even if the
. eventually published. Your notes are very valuable and you shou
be available to other researchers 100 years from now. "Archival

Never use a felt-tip pen since even a little perspirat
smear and run. Although a little more stable, avoid ball point
If you must use a pen, select one that has pH neutral ink, wo
proof. 4

Having taken the trouble to make sure your notes w
also take the effort to make sure they have a secure future. E
be part of a larger volume, your notes should be donated to s
that is capable of caring for them. Some libraries have local h
there is a state historical society that would be excited to hav
do, don't just toss them in a desk drawer to be thrown out lat

Onion skin paper and charcoal (both available in lo
be very useful for taking quick rubbings when stones are erod
is one you can't translate. Be very careful, however, not to d
residue behind - it is often impossible to remove. Also, be c
actually withstand the stress and strain of the process. Someti
cracks and rubbing can actually break the monument.

A small garden spade may be useful for removing a
line or two is covered up . Be careful, however, to avoid dam
plastic spades have come on the market. These are excellent

2 One source of acid-free journals and notebooks is Unive
1912). Their journals and wirebound notebooks come in both 5 1h by
sizes.

3 Forestry Suppliers (800/647-5368) carries a brand called
also happens to be acid free. These notebooks vary in size from 3 by
inches .

4 These can usually be found in art supply or large office
are also available from suppliers like University Products (800/628-1
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such excavations should be left to
archaeologists, since there may be
other remains incorporated in the
soil which can tell us about the
cemetery and its use. In addition, a
great deal of damage can be done
to stones if they are carelessly
uncovered . Often it is enough to
simply note their existence.

Example of a stone that had
gradual build-up soil

It is also an excellent idea to carry a small camera to rec
unusual inscriptions. Although far less permanent than black and w
frequently provides better contrast, making stones easier to read.
type of film to use will depend on its purpose. Either way, a film
although somewhat more grainy, is usually better , especially for h
cemeteries, where light is reduced. Try to take your photographs
creates shadows in the stone carving , making the inscription more
photographs , be sure to record them in your notes, so you can ma
notes , and the photograph once the film is processed (maybe two o
It might even be a good idea to begin the roll with a photograph o
notebook, on which you have written the name of the cemetery an
photograph might help jog your memory.

A flashlight is also a good tool to carry, since it provide
you can use when trying to decipher a worn inscription. Even a sm
be enough to help you read a few missing words.

Insect repellent, a hat, sun screen, and gloves are also c
depending on the season of the year and the nature of the cemetery
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These, too, are available from companies like Forestry Suppli

Although many use steel tape measures, such as those used by car
better approach is the use of a cloth tape measure, available in fab
these may not be as accurate, or wear as long, they cause far less
and are much easier to use since they aren't rigid.

If you need to map the cemetery, at least two 100 foot, o
tapes are essential. You may also want to have a handful of short w
small hammer - just be considerate of where you drive the stakes

Finally , you will need a good, but not necessarily expen
This will help you draw your sketch map of the cemetery, as well
graves. These are almost always available in the hunting and camp
discount stores.

The First Thing to Record is the Lo

Too many recorders jump into the middle of the cemeter
notes , but then only vaguely indicating where the cemetery was. "
the Tastee Freeze sign on the way out of Smithville, " leaves open
possible questions. Which way were you heading "out" of Smithvi
be there five years from now? Twenty years from now? And how
this?

A much better approach is to use actual mileage and perm
reconstructible) landmarks . For example: "From the corner of Ma
downtown Smithville, drive north on Main for 1.2 miles. Turn lef
and continue for 0.3 mile. The cemetery is on the right (north), w
at the road edge . " This leaves almost no doubt of the location. But
someone to know the names of the roads - and for those road nam

6 An effective brand is Tecnu® Oak-n-Ivy® Cleanser, available f
(800/647-5368).
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maps, not replacements.
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This is a map of a fairly small family cemetery, showing both the
marked , and also unmarked, graves.
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7 Strangstad, Lynette. 1988. A Graveyard Preservation Primer
Association for State and Local History, pages 36-39.

Example of a box
tomb .
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Obelisk, illustrating several
different parts that may be
typically found .

For many genealogists, the inscription is the whole po
graveyards. But there are other things that may be just as import
researchers. So, consider recording these additional features:
•
•
•
•
•

the type of monument
the shape and dimensions of the stone or monument
the type of stone used
the face, or faces, upon which the inscriptions occur, and
any symbols or decorations which are found on the memorial

There are a number of different types of monuments o
above ground box tombs, table tombs, dies on bases, and column
are others, of course, but these are probably the most generally

Sometimes the shape of the monument can be quite com
obelisk may consist of several stacked bases, the central monum
then perhaps an urn or other decorative motif. The more descrip
better; but this will always depend on how much time you have.
quick sketch will provide the information future researchers need
reset monuments that have been damaged. While you are at it, in
these complex monuments the inscriptions occur. This informati
the original appearance of the monument is retained if, in the fut
to be reset.

Depending on what part of the country you're in, there
different stone types, such as limestone, marble, slate, brownsto
good you are at identifying these stones probably depends on you
experience in geology. But perhaps even more important than th
consistency of your descriptions. Even if you get the name wron
consistent in your use of terms, chances are that future researche
out what you meant.

There are many symbols on gravestones and often thes
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ambiguity, errors, punctuation, and spellings. Once you start "c
you begin changing the historical record. Avoid abbreviations,
make them consistent and even more difficult to identify those t
stone and those which you adopted.

Always underline the surname. This avoids possible e
could be confused with given names. For example, what is the
"Davis John Armstrong "? You probably knew in the field, but
years later - and will other researchers be able to figure it out?

Always write all information exactly as it appears on
attempt to shorten or modify the information. It is best not to tr
combining lines - instead , write the inscription as you see it, w
stone being a separate line in your notes . If you must compress
so consistently, always using a forward slash (I) between lines o
example:
In
Loving Memory of
John L. Smith
Born October 1, 1804
Died January 20, 1860

would become, "In / Loving Memory of / John L. Smith / Born
January 20, 1860." Although this certainly saves space, how w
original stone? And future researchers will also wonder if the or
period at the end, or if that is just a result of the text layout? Sa
almost always results in confusion and errors later.

You may also be tempted to use abbreviations for verb
the graveyard (for example, IMO for "In Memory or') . This se
at first, but when you use IMO, was the origi nal stone written,
"In Memory Of," or "In Memory of"? There are just too many

sure to check at or slightly below the turf line - sometimes the sto
stone at the base.

Be sure to clearly indicate the end of one stone and the b
Often a number is adequate, but it may help to adopt a common sy
precaution that stones don't run together, garbling transcriptions. F
researchers use the symbol -----/----- to indicate a break between s

For More Information

If you would like more information about cemetery pres
these sources:

Jones , Mary-Ellen. 1977. Photographing Tombstones: Equipment and Tec
Technical Leaflet 92. Nashville: American Association for State
Krontz, Marian . 1979. Leaving No Stone Unturned: Procedures for Clean
Graveyard . Pioneer America Society Transactions 2: 81-95.

McGahee, Susan H. and Mary W . Edmonds . South Carolina's Historic Ce
Handbook. Columbia: South Carolina Department of Archives

Newman, John J. 1971. Cemetery Transcribing: Preparations and Procedu
Leaflet 9 Nashville: American Association for State and Local H

Thompson, Sharyn. 1989. Florida's Historic Cemeteries. Tallahassee: His
Preservation Board.

Strangstad, Lynette. 1988. A Graveyard Preservation Primer . Nashville: A
State and Local History.
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